however, was that beryllium has strong powder diffraction rings at crystallographically important resolutions but straightforward means for determining the structural basis of these effects have been lacking. Here, starting at about 2 Å . To surmount such difficulties, we developed a cooling method in which the protein crystal crystallography has been used to probe effects of pressure on sperm whale myoglobin structure. A comwas cooled while under pressure, with the goal of "freezing-in" pressure-induced collective movements of the parison of pressure effects with those seen at low pH suggests that structural changes under pressure are polypeptide chain. The crystal was not under pressure during diffraction, though the crystal was at cryogenic interpretable as a shift in the populations of conformational substates. Furthermore, a novel high-pressure temperatures. Unlike in flash cooling, no chemical cryoprotectant (for example, glucose or sucrose) was used, protein crystal-cooling method has been used to show low-temperature metastability, providing an alternaeven though the cooling rate was slow ‫2ف(‬ K/s). When observing the effects of pressure, it is important tive to room temperature, beryllium pressure cellbased techniques. The change in protein structure due to remember that a crystallographic structure is an ensemble structure. This has implications when we divide to pressure is not purely compressive and involves conformational changes important to protein activity. 
Ansari et al. [20] and Frauenfelder et al. [22] have substate conformations in myoglobin, although molecular dynamics simulations of myoglobin have revealed characterized population ratios in solution for a range of pH, temperature, and pressures. Lower pH and higher global conformational substates [19] . Can the global differences between conformational substates be deterpressure increase the A 0 population with respect to A 1 . At room temperature and pressure, a pH change from mined experimentally? This is especially important because myoglobin can be described as an "allosteric" 6.6 to 5.5 increases the ratio A 0 /A 1 by about an order of magnitude. At room temperature, a pressure increase enzyme with ligand binding and unbinding affected by conformational substates [21] . from 0.1 MPa to 200 MPa increases the ratio A 0 /A 1 by a factor of 2.8 at pH 6.6, and a factor of 1.9 at pH 5.5. We evaluated low-temperature metastability through are compared with pH-and pressure-induced structural high-pressure cooling by comparing differences between changes.
structures RTRP(MYO2) and RTHP(MYOCE) with differences between structures LTRP(1A6K) and LTHP(MYO3).
Results and Discussion
Next, we compared global structural changes at low pH and high pressure, both of which have increased Table 1 summarizes structures discussed in this paper.
A 0 /A 1 ratios when observed spectroscopically. The Structure nomenclature includes the temperature (RT, pH comparison was between the pH 4 structure room temperature; LT, low temperature), the pressure RTRP(1VXB) and the pH 6 structure RTRP(1VXH). The (RP, room pressure; HP, high pressure), and the data pressure comparison was between the 0.1 MPa strucset reference in parentheses (e.g., "MYO2"). The prefix ture RTRP(MYO2) and the 150 MPa structure RTHP "MYO" indicates structures solved here. A four-letter (MYOCE). identifier indicates structures taken from the Protein Analysis focused on determining collective displaceData Bank (PDB) [27] . These are 1A6K from Vojtechovments in the peptide backbone and rearrangements of ský et al. [28] and 1VXH, 1VXE, and 1VXB from Yang secondary structural elements.
Detectability and Robustness of Backbone Positions
To determine the detectability of changes and the reproducibility of backbone positions for sperm whale myoglobin, we looked at differences between refined structures from crystals under similar conditions and at changes in atomic positions during structural refinement. Structures 1VXH and 1VXE were met-Mb structures at pH 6 and pH 5, respectively, and had no significant changes as compared with a pH 4 structure 1VXB [24] . We found that 1VXH and 1VXE had a root-mean-square difference (rmsd) in extended main chain (i. get functions may give differences which, while not imbackbone was 0.050 Å when compared with the original structure. When additional annealing cycles were at portant in solving gross protein structure, may be important when comparing small differences. Two structures 5000 K, the rmsd was 0.085 Å . This suggests that positions of main chain atoms were refined from the same structure factors, RTRP(1VXH) refined using X-PLOR v3.1 (R ϭ 14.0%, R free not given) well established early in refinement, provided that stereochemical errors were corrected during structure valiand RTRP(r1VXH) refined in-house using CNS v1.0 (R ϭ 17.7%, R free ϭ 19.8%), had an rms difference of 0.095 Å dation. We considered structures with R free 's of 25% or less to have backbone positions determined to the level in extended main chain atom positions.
We estimated the effect of incorrect side chain geomin which refinement errors and natural variability could not be distinguished, at least for the case of P2 1 sperm etry by taking the LTHP(MYO3) model and mutating side chains to either alanine or glycine, depending on whale myoglobin crystals. Considering rmsd's between similar structures and the whether there was a C ␤ in the original residue. The R factors after two cycles of 3000 K simulated annealing evolution of differences during refinement, we estimated that displacements of greater than 0.1 Å in the backbone with torsional dynamics, followed by conjugate gradient minimization, where R ϭ 34.0% and R free ϭ 38.0% for were significant. Such an estimate does not apply to side chain atoms, which may show more uncertainty. the truncated LTHP(MYO3) model. Compared with the original LTHP(MYO3) structure, the rmsd in extended main chain atom positions was 0.127 Å . Thus, backbone
Isotropic versus Anisotropic Changes
In characterizing collective changes in structure, it was atom positions appear quite robust in the presence of side chain errors.
useful to separate isotropic (elastic or compressive) and anisotropic (conformational) effects. The small intrinsic Changes in the model during different stages of refinement must also be considered, as R factors and diffraccompressibility of proteins [3, 9] suggests that isotropic effects may be small and would have to be carefully tion resolution may have an effect on backbone positions. Table 2 shows rmsd's in extended main chain distinguished from anisotropic changes such as rearrangements of internal structural elements. atoms during refinement. Below R free 's of 30%, rmsd's quickly fall to below rmsd's seen between well-refined Data for LTHP structures were taken at ambient pressures, so anisotropic changes could be frozen-in while structures. Below R free 's of 25.0%, rmsd's between refinement cycles are about 0.05 Å .
compressive changes had relaxed. Thus, the effect of pressure on internal cavity volumes could not deterEven a poorer resolution structure RTRP(MYO2), in which refinement was to 2.3 Å , had robust backbone mined. Figure 1 shows the radius of gyration, R g , for various structures, calculated using the extended main coordinates. After two additional 3000 K simulated annealing cycles with Cartesian refinement (instead of torchain atoms of the first 151 residues. The last two residues, Gln152 and Gly153, were often disordered and sional refinement), the rmsd in the extended main chain do not consistently appear in crystallographic electron densities. The RTHP structure showed compressive change, but the wide range of R g 's for LTHP structures suggested possible compressive relaxation upon pressure release.
A simple gas-like model was used to characterize isotropic differences by assuming a scaling in which distances between atoms remained proportional, that is,
where V and R g are the crystallographically determined molecular volume and radius of gyration and primes refer to the data set to be scaled. Note, by scaling molecular volumes, we assumed the topology of the protein did not change. This is a valid approximation for small changes, as was the case here; indeed, Figure 1 shows that R g 's differed by less than 1%. Such a scaling is sensitive to purely isotropic effects. Equation 2 does not preserve bond lengths, but does preserve relative orientation of atoms. Structures in subsequent analyses were scaled to V and R g of RTRP(MYO2).
Identifying Collective Movements
We superposed scaled structures using only extended main chain atoms of the first 151 residues. Superpositions and rmsd values were calculated using LSQMan [29] . pressure-induced displacements for room temperature and low-temperature sets. The CD loop appeared to move we used the same smoothing procedure as was used to calculate COM displacements as a function of residue toward the D helix at both temperatures. However, at room temperature, the CD loop also moved toward the G and between two structures. The atmospheric structure was then morphed by applying the COM displacement, H helices, while at low temperature, the loop fanned out. The A helix and GH loop pressure responses were not multiplied by an amplification factor, to the entire residue. This was implemented in Mathematica code, and similar between room and low temperatures. The GH loop appears to be a naturally variable region, however. the results are in Figure 4 .
Under pressure at room temperature, the F helix slid For example, the room temperature control plot in Figure  2 had a peak in that region. along its axis and moved toward the E helix. The AB loop moved toward the E helix. The CD loop slid toward We looked at the cosine of the angle between displacement vectors from the two temperatures as a functhe D helix and the G and H helix regions. Of smaller magnitude were displacements of the H helix toward tion of residue to evaluate how similar the pressure dis- placements were at ambient and low temperatures. A Regions that showed significant differences were the A helix and the region of the H helix nearest the A helix. positive value indicated the displacement vectors at the two temperatures were correlated (angle less than 90Њ), Similarities in the largest displacement regions were evidence for low-temperature metastability. The reason and a negative value indicated the displacement vectors at the two temperatures were anticorrelated (angle for small differences may be that crystals for structures LTRP(1A6K) and LTHP(MYO3) were not cooled at the greater than 90Њ). Though there were significant regions where the cosines anticorrelate, it was important to consame rate. Rates for flash cooling were between 50 and 700 K/s [30] and the rate for high-pressure cooling was sider whether differences in position were significant, that is, greater than the 0.1 Å detectability estimate. For 1.7 K/s. We did not explore the effects of high-pressure cooling rates because it was difficult to change the therthis, we considered the dot product of the pressureinduced displacement vectors for the two temperatures, mal mass of the pressure cell. A high-pressure flash cooling protocol is being developed. that is, A global structural probe for substates is especially important in light of the realization that myoglobin has nonexponential binding properties that arise from its heterogeneous substate populations [33-38] and that these substates may have differing reaction properties [21] . Because such correlations exist even in the met form (the CO form as used in the majority of studies), the structural rearrangements presented here may have more general significance.
Biological Implications
Pressures accessible in the biosphere have large effects on organisms, as some species have adapted to particular pressures or range of pressures; for example, many deep sea fishes are obligate barophiles. These effects may eventually be traced to effects on the molecular level, such as on changes in protein structure, because pressure affects reaction rates, equilibrium constants, and folding stability. Though many structural probes in" pressure-induced structural changes. This provides an alternative to room temperature, beryllium pressure pH comparison, consistent with larger changes in A 0 /A 1 cell-based techniques for which the pressure cell has ratios observed spectroscopically. After scaling rmsd's, strong powder diffraction at crystallographically importhe differences tracked well. tant resolutions. Finally, we interpret observed structural Figure 6 shows the spatial displacements of the six changes in terms of conformational substates by comregions (A helix, AB loop, CD loop, F helix, GH loop, paring pressure-induced structural changes with those and H helix) using the same smoothing procedure as in observed at low pH. Recent near-atomic resolution structures of sperm In order to assess the degree of modeling bias (discussed in During pressurization and cooling, the crystal was held in the Results and Discussion), structure factors for 1VXH were refined incentral bore of the couple. Because it was not possible to remove house using the protocol above. 1VXH had originally been refined the crystal from solid ice, the pressurizing medium was isopentane using X-PLOR version 3.1 without crossvalidation. This rerefined instead of mother liquor. After pressurization, the pressure vessel structure is called RTRP(r1VXH). was immersed in liquid nitrogen until all bubbling ceased outside Coordinates for 1A6K, 1VXH, 1VXE, and 1VXB were used without the vessel. The pressure was then released and the pressure vessel further refinement. was disassembled at liquid nitrogen temperatures. When cooled at rates used here (1.7 K/s), isopentane was a glassy, gelatinous solid,
